Welcome!

Tables are labeled with NRS levels. Please choose a seat based on the type of learner that you have most experience with.

1:05 - 1:20 Review New Materials defining the Learning Differences Designee Role for the PDC Website and RIDE Directors Guide

1:20 - 1:35 Background Information: Rights and responsibilities of adults seeking public education in Rhode Island.

1:35 - 2:15 Small group work on Rights and Responsibilities Messaging. Groups will share and identify key words and phrases to use in orientation for different levels of entering student.

2:15 - 2:45 Review state level data and recommendations based on intake process interviews.

2:45 - 3:00 Overview of next year.

2016 / 2017 Meetings will be on Thursdays from 1-3 pm on:

- 10/6
- 1/19
- 4/13